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The loss of almost the entire Huguenot leadership and of thousands of French Protestants in the Saint Bartholomew’s Day massacres was initially experienced in a traumatic fashion as biblical punishment, the manifestation of divine wrath on France but equally on the elect people, whose members “comported abominably even compared to atheists or cannibals”. The foremost concern of the French Calvinist leadership, now gathered in Geneva, was, however, to put up with the dramatic fall in the numbers of the faithful in France. Under the guidance of Theodore Beza, the exiled French Calvinist leadership engaged in a publishing campaign for the consolation of distressed brethren and the recuperation of “lost souls.”

The intensification of persecution and the ensuing multiplication of Protestant victims in France since the 1550s had led to the emergence of a martyrological discourse propounded principally by Antoine de Chandieu and Jean Crespin. Since its inception, Calvinist matyrology not only sought to strengthen the morale of the persecuted faithful by presenting them with edifying tales of courage and heroic martyrdom for the truth of the Gospel, but it actually attempted to offer a rational explanation, based on the Providential plan, for the
apparently impossible situation facing the French Protestant minority. As such, it evolved in accordance with the new circumstances, integrating the increasing number of martyrs into a general history of the Church of Christ, empirically founded on the new historical sources that represented the interrogations and confessions of faith of the martyrs. The outbreak of hostilities in 1562 created the need to enlarge the list of the few elect that chose martyrdom for the truth of the Gospel with the thousands of anonymous deaths from warfare, repression and hardship. They, too, were “soldiers of Christ”, dying under His banner; only this time, the diabolical enemy had resorted to a new type of accusation, convicting the faithful not only as heretics, but also as rebels to the king and their country.

Apart from systematic recourse to Clément Marot’s Psalter, the Huguenot identification tag since the 1550s, the printed production of Geneva following the events of 1572 provided numerous tracts and pamphlets, whose rhetoric varied from the consolation of survivors in France and in other places where the French Protestants had sought refuge, to strong warnings of the evil that constituted “apostasy” and pressing appeals for the return to the word of the Gospel. In early December 1572, the Genevan company of ministers called from every church in the city all those “who had been infected by idolatry in order to save their lives” to present themselves on their own will before the city council and confess their error. Around a hundred persons conformed to the appeal in the following three weeks, a number that showed that the sense of private shame and, primarily, of the vulnerability of the persecuted French Protestants, weighed more than the campaign for the collective cleansing of the community from Catholic blasphemy.

**Strategies of overcoming**

In the hymn composed on the occasion of the massacre by the French refugee noble Etienne de Maisonfleur, dated 30 August 1572, the subjugation of personal experience to the Calvinist martyrological discourse becomes apparent. The first two stanzas describe in dramatic accuracy the extent of the disaster and the collapse of Calvinist morale: “Our voices turned into cries / our lamps extinguished / our temples demolished / our churches dispersed / our unions dismantled and our prayers abolished / our houses pillaged / our laws violated / our mansions destroyed / our books turned into ashes / our hearts ready to give in / our spirit defeated.” Yet, the final verses of the hymn present an appeal to perseverance and the certainty of divine vengeance on the tyrants: “As for us, I predict / that the Leader of our Church / Who resides in heaven / if we are patient / will avenge us / before the year passes.” The “sea of blood” that inundates the faithful is the prelude to the final triumph of the elect, the end of time, when the children of God, following on the steps of the people of Israel, will come out of their Egyptian captivity, their weakness turned into power, their fear into joy and assurance, their servitude into liberty. De Maisonfleur’s personal response to calamity, his feeling of fear and despair thus finally recedes, effaces itself by being assimilated into the all-encompassing interpretive framework put forward by Calvinist martyrology.

Jean de Léry’s *Histoire memorable de la ville de Sancerre*, composed as a chronicle of the dramatic siege and final surrender of the Huguenot stronghold of Sancerre between January and August 1573, represents a more eloquent example of the clash between self exploration and
Calvinist emotional management. De Léry served as minister of the faith in the besieged community, comforting the distressed brethren with the Calvinist message of final redemption. He witnessed bravery before the Catholic forces, then acute famine and despair, culminating in scenes of depravity, when a family in the town was arrested and sentenced to death for having cooked and consumed the body of their little daughter, a victim of the famine. To Léry’s mind, the “tragic story of Sancerre” acquires apocalyptic dimensions, becomes a world turned upside-down, as the extreme harshness of their daily life pushes the inhabitants to the limit of their endurance and forces some to commit acts of perversion. De Léry decides to break up with the Calvinist intransigents and plays a crucial role in the negotiations that led to the town’s surrender to the royal forces.

His narrative then constitutes a double apology: a reaction to the Catholic charge of treason and sedition on the part of the people of Sancerre and, equally, to the normative order of emotions set by the Calvinist martyrological discourse. In this day-to-day narrative of hardship, endurance, bravery and despair, however, the Calvinist presentation of the self is not lacking; modelling himself on Flavius Josephus, de Léry narrates yet another episode of the siege of Jerusalem/Sancerre by the Roman/Catholic forces. The historian-turned-prophet provides detailed information of the town, its fortified walls, the condition of the Protestant garrison as well as of the Catholic army, recounts the various skirmishes, and even suggests a total number of canon shots fired against Sancerre and provides a list of the known dead and wounded.

Yet, the heroic stance of the fighting “children of God” does not prevent them from succumbing to human weakness and it actually ends in capitulation. De Léry presents himself ready to legitimise, like the biblical prophets, the acceptance of the disaster; all calamities coming from God and directed against the town of Sancerre as well as other Calvinist communities in the kingdom are punishment for the sins and the moral degradation of the faithful. Still, the sinful inhabitants of Sancerre become martyrs of the faith, soldiers of the Ecclesia militans, as their cause is right. It is “the cause, not the pain inflicted, that makes the martyr.” The cause provides the Calvinist interpretive framework, as it turns defeat into triumph, absolves sin through the final redemption. At the same time, de Léry exonerates the inhabitants of the town – and himself – from the charge of apostasy, of succumbing to the diabolical enemy. The people of Sancerre fought like inspired soldiers of Christ. In the end, however, they were only human and had to accept the harsh realities of defeat. God wished them to do so.

Expression and exploration of the self as opposed to total immersion in the collectivity of the elect becomes emblematic in Agrippa d’Aubigné’s dark poem Les Tragiqes. The product of a long gestation (1577–1616), the poem offers a highly personalised account of the French Wars of Religion and of the fate and fortunes of the French Calvinist minority, in a tense and often antagonistic relationship to the Calvinist master narrative. On first view a martyrlogy like Crespin’s, Les Tragiqes quickly subordinates factual history to a highly selective personal narrative, culminating after seven books in the final apocalyptic Jugement. Instead of the dry, impersonal style of the Genevan compiler, d’Aubigné’s authorial presence – and emotions – can be felt throughout the poem. Les Tragiqes is ultimately a text about election, where the lives of the martyrs and the interventions of the author himself serve as “pointers” for the intended readers.
In the fourth book of the poem, entitled *Feux*, a highly dramatised account presents the martyrs of the faith as triumphing over death in the Calvinist martyrlogical fashion. Facing a tyrannical monarch serving the papal Church, the faithful choose a heroic exodus through the "burning ladder", the "pyramid of fire" which carries them to heaven.21 In an era of total distress, the martyrs become beacons of divine light.22 This era of heroic courage is however succeeded by the dark times described in Book V, *Les Fers*, when the younger generation of Huguenots are ready to trade with the Devil in order to reach a compromise with the Catholic foe. This climate of bewilderment and of Protestant defeatism also includes the author, who seeks redemption in the ensuing *Vengeances*, confessing his weakness and cowardice before the victorious enemy.23 All ends in ecstatic manner in the concluding *Jugement*, where the poet, cleansed and speechless, faces his Creator.

As a call for the continuation of the fight against Catholicism, *Les Tragiques* was obviously out of fashion for the French political realities of the early seventeenth century; as a treatise in self-consciousness, however, *Les Tragiques* truly revolutionised Calvinist self-perception. By associating salvation with writing and by stressing the fictional dimension of his narrative, d'Aubigné broke up with a tradition of "invisible authorial style", as established primarily by Theodore Beza; a ban on literary fiction as a construction of the sinful self, interposing itself between God's Word and the soul, as opposed to the impersonal style of Calvinist exegetical works, serving only to magnify God's Word.24 In his opening address to his readers, d'Aubigné appears outspoken: "We have had enough with books which instruct; we need books which stir the emotions."25

Calvinist self-perception was founded on an effacement of the self; the persecuted brethren were instruments of God, vehicles echoing divine will. Focus on one's sinful self detracted from meditation on the divine26 and, on a more worldly approach, undermined the inner cohesion of a minority fighting for its survival. Against this, d'Aubigné adopts what Catharine Randall Coats has described as "a strategy of self-inscription", "writing himself into" his text. In his mind, election sanctifies self-expression; moving away from Calvinist martyrlogical discourse, d'Aubigné speaks about himself as an individual self and not as a self subsumed into a larger, ideological system.27

If we approach Calvinism following the interpretative framework proposed by William Reddy, that is, as a strict emotional regime which sought to impose strong emotional management tools, based on the bipolar construction of sin and redemption,28 at the expense of allowing greater scope for self-exploration and navigation on the part of the members of the community, then the reaction of the anonymous thousands to the appeal of the Genevan Company of Pastors in early December 1572 attests to the fundamental inability of the system in dealing with human vulnerability.29 Against this normative order for emotions, but staying within the framework of Calvinist self-perception, d'Aubigné attempts to craft his own personal way to salvation.
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